
 

Sample piece. I was not hired to write this, but it illustrates the excellent results I can deliver for you. 

How Choosing the Wrong Gas Range Can Destroy Your Home Electric System 

Congratulations! You are “going tiny” and you plan to live off-grid part or full-time. This means choosing 

appliances that meet your energy needs, however you plan to address them. 

A propane or natural gas range is an obvious choice. But which one to choose may not be so obvious. 

And choosing the wrong one could wreck your DC electrical system. 

You may know that the ovens in most contemporary ranges do not use a pilot light system. But did you 

know that most don’t use a spark ignition system either? Far and away, the most common ignition 

system involves a “glow bar” – this uses electricity to become hot enough to ignite the gas. 

How much electricity? The standard glow bar operates at 500 watts and may have to glow up to a full 

minute before ignition. 

Imagine what that does to your battery bank. As you know, your battery charge level should never dip 

below 50%. Doing so can permanently harm your batteries, requiring costly replacement. Depending on 

the size and charge of your battery bank, the wrong range can cost you big. 

Even if your power storage system is big enough to handle it, you still must rebuild that charge quickly to 

100% to avoid damage. Would anyone want to consider these all these factors before choosing to bake 

bread? 

Peerless-Premier Battery Spark ranges solve the problem. Made specifically for off-grid use, these 

ranges don’t even use your household DC supply to spark. All four burners and the range draw from a 

bank of 8 AA batteries safely located behind the kickplate.  

What about the inconvenience of replacing AA batteries? These ranges draw so little power, a bank of 

batteries lasts an average of 4 years before requiring replacement. And even if replacement batteries 

are not at hand right away, these ranges can easily be lit by match in the interim. 

What other benefits can you expect from Peerless-Premier Battery 

Spark Ranges? 

 Easy installation – the range weighs only 140 pounds, is 

cordless, and employs easy-to-adjust leg levelers. 

 Peace of mind – the four sealed 9,100 BTU High Efficiency 

burners carry a lifetime warranty. The completely insulated oven 

maximizes gas efficiency. 

 Convenience and easy access – this ADA compliant range 

features a roll out drop door broiler with smokeless pan and tray. The 

two heavy-duty oven racks occupy four adjustable positions for a 

variety of uses. Windowed oven door is standard. 

 Source flexibility – use natural or LP gas. 

 The satisfaction of buying a range made in the USA. 

Contact your authorized Peerless-Premier dealer in the enclosed list 

today. See how easy and affordable it can be to install a range that 

conveniently meets your energy needs. 


